In this study we propose an approach to solve a partial differential equation (PDE), the boundary integral method, for the valuation of both discrete and continuous window barrier options, as well as multi-window barrier options within a deterministic term structure of volatility and interest rates. Numerical results reveal that the proposed method yields rapid and highly accurate closed-form approximate solutions. In addition, the term structure will have a significant impact on the valuation.
Introduction
Barrier options are widely used and traded in financial markets to manage the risk related to foreign exchange, interest rates, and equity in the global market. A barrier option is a path-dependent option that is activated (i.e. knocked in), or extinguished (i.e. knocked out) when the price of the underlying asset breaches the pre-specified barrier level at any time before maturity. There are two main reasons for the prevalence of barrier options. First, barrier options are useful for limiting the risk exposure of clients, specifically in the foreign exchange market. Second, barrier options are cheaper than vanilla options with similar attributes. Therefore, they are more affordable financial instruments that can match investors' views regarding the degree of volatility in the underlying asset price change. Additionally, they offer an appropriate level of downside protection for hedging purposes. For example, if long hedgers believe that only a mild volatility exists in the market over a given period, the hedgers will prefer to buy a knock-out option with fewer premiums than to pay the full premium for a plain vanilla option. Alternatively, when speculators believe that the price change will be volatile for a period of time, they will prefer to purchase a knock-in option rather than to obtain the plain option with a higher price. Since an ordinary option can be decomposed into two otherwise identical knock-in and knock-out options, this feature makes the barrier option a highly suitable instrument for tailor-made structured deals.
Partial barrier options are the extension of barrier options, however there is a major difference between the two. Partial barrier options assume that the barrier prevails only for some fraction of the option's lifetime, while barrier options prevail through the entire life of the option. Heynan and Kat [1] studied two types of continuous partial single barrier options: 1) an option with a monitoring period which commences at the start date of the option and terminates at an arbitrary date before expiration (this is referred to as an early-end partial barrier option); and 2) an option with a monitoring period which commences strictly at the starting date and ends strictly before the expiration date.
A window barrier option incorporates a barrier which commences at an arbitrary date after the starting date and terminates at an arbitrary date before the expiration. Window barrier options are more flexible than standard barrier options because the adaptable monitoring period provides traders with the full flexibility to lock volatility risks during a specific time period. Window barrier options not only offer investors a hedge instrument maneuvered by investors' views on the range of volatility, but these options also provide building blocks to create various types of partial exotic options embedded in structured products. In recent years they have become more popular with investors, particularly in foreign exchange markets. Meanwhile, academics and practitioners have turned their attention to the more complicated structures of barrier options.
Since Merton [2] first derived the analytical closed-barrier option pricing under the constant elasticity of variance (CEV) process. Heynen and Kat [1] first derived the closed-form solutions for pricing partial late-start and early-end barrier options under Black-Scholes assumptions [23] , and their solutions were expressed in terms of the bivariate normal distribution function. Heynen and Kat [24] extended their closed-form formula to handle a discrete window barrier option where the barrier level may change deterministically and the monitoring points can be of unequal distance to each other. Armstrong [25] extended Heynen and Kat's closed-form formula [1] and derived formulae with a tripartite deterministic term-structure of interest rates, volatility, and dividend yields in terms of trivariate normal distribution functions. Carr [26] derived a riskneutral expectation formula to value partial barrier options with a constant rebate.
Most of the partial barrier models mentioned previously, with the exception of that of Heynen and Kat [24] , assume that the underlying asset is continuously monitored against the partial barrier level. Nevertheless, discrete barrier options are among the most popular time-dependent options traded in markets. In addition, they are monitored discretely only at a particular time, normally, at daily closing (e.g. the capped index spread on the S&P100 and S&P500, and the knock-out barrier options on the All Ordinary Price Index on the Australian Stock Exchange). Although Chance [27] , Kat and Verdonk [28] indicated that there exists a substantial price difference between barrier options and their otherwise identical continuous counterparts even under daily monitoring, the exact pricing formula was still not extended to discrete window barrier options with more complex features such as a varying rebate, barrier, and volatility with a discrete monitoring period. This paper proposes the boundary integral method (BIM) [29] , which is an efficient partial differential equation (PDE) approach, to price both continuous and discrete window barrier options under the Black-Scholes economy. We extend the continuous models of Heynen and Kat [1] and Armstrong [25] to include time-dependent rebates and a tripartite deterministic term structure of interest rates and volatility. In addition, the BIM can easily be further extended to the valuation of multiwindow barrier options characterized with a ladder strike prices. The discrete window barrier option of Heynen and Kat [24] is also extended to accommodate the multipartite term structure of interest rates and volatility. We also demonstrate that the proposed integral method is capable of valuating the discrete window double barrier option. Numerical examples and comparisons with Armstrong [25] confirm that the BIM will yield rapid and highly accurate numerical solutions for both discrete and continuous window barrier options. In addition, the nu-merical examples confirm that the BIM has a convergence rate of order 4 in the case of discrete window barrier option pricing. This paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 we present the valuation algorithm in terms of the initial value problem and boundary value problem. We also explain how to deal with discontinuities caused by the window barrier feature, and demonstrate how to recursively obtain the option price. Section 3 discusses the valuation of discrete window barrier options, and defines the pricing problem as a sequence of the initial value problem. Section 4 contains numerical results, and Section 5 concludes with a summary and some suggestions for future research.
Methodology

Preliminary Assumptions
Since a knock-in window barrier option plus a knock-out window barrier option will be equal to the value of an otherwise equivalent vanilla option, we will concentrate only on the knock-out window barrier option. Let 0, t 1 , t 2 , and T denote the option's starting date, the time to the start of the barrier, the time to the end of the barrier, and the option's maturity date, respectively, and 1 2 . The valuation of the early-ending window barrier option can be calculated by letting t 1 approach 0, and the valuation of the forward-start window barrier option can be recovered by letting t 2 approach T.
t t T   
Our objective is to apply the PDE (partial differential equation) approach to the valuation of the window barrier option in Black-Scholes economy assumptions. When the underlying is assumed to follow a lognormal random walk, under no arbitrage argument, the PDE governing the window barrier option will be as follows:
where C is the option value, S is the underlying asset price, is stock's volatility,
r t is the risk-free interest rate, is the dividend yield, and t is the time. To allow for the case of greatest generality, the stock's volatility and the risk-free interest rate may change deterministically across the barrier monitoring period. We allow for three different governing PDEs, or we may say, the Black-Scholes equation with different coefficients for time intervals [0, t 1 ), [t 1 , t 2 ], and (t 2 , T]. As in Armstrong [25] , we assume a simple tripartite term structure that naturally accommodates the location of the barrier, and the risk-free interest rate, dividend yield, and volatility are given by the following step functions: 
When the underlying asset price does not touch or breach the barrier level through the monitoring period, the payoff of the window barrier option at the maturity date is given as the following equation:
where K denotes the strike price. Oppositely, if the underlying asset price triggers the barrier level throughout the monitoring period, the option will be knocked out and clients will receive an immediate rebate R b . The payoff is as follows:
where B denotes the barrier price and R b denotes the immediate rebate. The Equation (1) is the governing equation and conditions (2) and (3) are the initial condition and boundary condition for the call price C(S, t) respectively. Let
Making the following variable transformations:
Equation (1) can be simplified into the heat equation with a constant diffusion coefficient as follows:
The payoff of the window barrier option at the maturity date 0   will be transformed into:
Since the asset price is assumed to change continuously with time, if the asset price S(τ) breaches the bar-rier level between time interval   1 2 ,   , it will first touch the barrier level. Therefore the payoff of the option can be transformed, as in Equation (7).
where 1 T t 1    and 2
2
T t    .
Boundary Integral Method
On the time interval   2 0,  , there is not any boundary condition; hence the solution of the PDE is uniquely determined by the initial condition (6) . The problem of finding the unique solution with PDE (5) and initial condition (6) is termed the initial value problem. In our notation, the integral representation of the solution will be:
where the function G is called Green's function with the infinite domain or the fundamental solution of the heat equation. It can be expressed as follows:
where
is the Heaviside step function, and is defined by:
Equation (8) has some interesting interpretations with respect to the risk-neutral approach of Cox and Rubinstein [3] . and Green's function can be interpreted as the option's terminal payoff and its risk-neutral probability density function, respectively. Thus the integral representation of the solution can be interpreted as the option's expected terminal payoff, and the value of the window barrier option at time
   will be equal to its discounted expected value as suggested by Equation (4) .
As in Black-Scholes [23] , Equation (8) can be further simplified into a closed-form solution as:
where N (.) is the cumulative normal distribution func- , u x   . Therefore, the initial condition for Equation
,   will be as follows:
If the underlying asset price breaches the barrier level during the period, the window barrier option will be knocked out, and clients will receive an immediate rebate R b . The continuity property will guarantee that the asset price first touches the barrier level before it breaches the barrier level. Thus, the boundary condition for Equation
,   will be specified as in Equation (13):
and ,
There exists only one solution that satisfies the PDE (5) and is subject to the initial condition (12) and the boundary condition (13) 
G is the green function with the boundary  
where b 1 is the transformed barrier price at ,
The functions G(.) and G x (.) in Equation (14) ca in n be terpreted as the transition probability density function and the hitting probability density function of the transformed underlying asset price, respectively. The first term in Equation (14) is the expected payoff when the barrier is never breached throughout the monitoring interval 
where Green's function is denoted by Equation (17),
Finally, the theoretical value for the window barrier 
In brief, the valuation of the standard partial barrier call can be divided into a three-phase process, as demon rated in Figure 1 . In the first phase, the terminal payoff at the maturity date,    can be accordingly, and the initial condition handled and the boundary condition imposing on the heat equan can be denoted as in Equations (12) and (13) . Since the Green function under such boundary constraints exists and is available, the boundary integral method can be applied to acquire the unique solution for differential Equation (5) (8), (14) and (16) , u x  can be obtained by recursively integrating backward through time. oundary l method proposed in this paper can be easily extended to a multi-window barrier option or window ladder option. It also accom
The b integra modates the pricin arrier options are frequently monitored only feature will cause be more expensive g of early-end and late-start barrier options. The extra flexibility makes the proposed method an applicable way to calculate options with more complex features. Figure  1 schematically explains the concept of a recursive algorithm. Since the parameter settings, the initial condition, and the boundary condition can be manipulated easily in a standard setting, the recursive algorithm can provide flexibility to tailor a barrier position, duration, barrier level, rebate, and strike price between monitoring periods, so as to suit investors' unique needs. It can also accommodate multi-partite term structure interest rates and volatility.
Recursive Integral Method
In practice, b at specific discrete dates. The discrete a knock-out window barrier option to and a knock-in window barrier option to be less expensive than their respective continuous monitoring counterparts. In this section, we still assume the Black-Scholes economy, but it is not necessary to assume a flat term-structure and constant volatility. As in the pricing of a continuous window barrier option, the term-structure interest rates and volatility can be multi-partite step functions that accommodate the location of the discrete barrier. The PDE approach also allows that the discrete barrier level may change deterministically during the monitoring period, and monitoring need not necessarily take place at equal-spaced points in time. Since the multipartite term structure of interest rates and volatility can be easily handled in the standard setting, for the purpose of simplifying the notations and focusing on the main idea of the recursive integral method, we will assume constant volatility and a flat term structure in this section.
Assume the option monitoring period [t 1 , t 2 ] is partitioned into m − 1 discrete time intervals, and the option is subject to m times of discrete monitoring. If   
denotes the instant after the corresponding discrete monitoring dates.
Under these assumptions, Equation (6) is still the initial condition for differential Equation (5) at satisfies the partial differential Equation (5) subject to initial condition (6) will be as follows:
The discrete monitoring feature will introduce m discontinuities into solutions at discrete monitoring d 
. (20) Equation (20) will be the initial condition for Equation (5) between , and the unique solution for equation (5)
is given by Equation (21) . 
for Finally,
will be equal to   , u x  will be:
and   as a sequence of initial value problem . The p osed recursive integral metho us to the lattice models and finite difference algorithm. All approaches involve the initial value and work backward to find a solution one step back in time, but there are no intermediate time steps between two discrete monitoring dates for the integral approach. The key advantage of the PDE approach is that most of the standard techniques for solving the PDE in engineering mathematics can be applied to calculate the option pricing, and it can provide practitioners with a more flexible and applicable way to accommodate the complexities of OTC exotic options. Furthermore, when the composite Simpson's rule is applied to estimate the numerical solution of
, u x  , Wang and Hsiao [30] prove that the recursive integral method will have a convergence rate of order 4. Hence, the proposed recursive integral method will easily rapid and highly accurate solution for the discrete window barrier option.
Numerical Examples
This section provides some obtain a numerical examples, and BIM algorithm for differvalidity a converge term structure scenarios. Its parameter settings are id used are identical to th r option by using the w studies the performance of the ent choices of parameter settings. To assess the of our approach, we compare our continuous window barrier option results with numerical results presented in Armstrong [25] , and the parameter settings of the discrete window barrier option is identical to numerical examples discussed in Heynen and Kat [24] . Table 1 investigates the convergence rate of the BIM under different assumptions of stock prices. All examples demonstrate that the BIM has approximately nce rate of order 2. When the region of integration in the equation is partitioned into only 128 subintervals, the precision of our valuation algorithm has reached at least a 5 significant digit level in all cases. Table 2 examines the impact of the "barrier-too-close" upon the validity of our proposed algorithm. All numerical examples still demonstrate that the BIM has approximately a convergence rate of order 2, and highly precise numerical values can be easily obtained with the region of integration partitioned into only 128 subintervals. Since we do not partition the underlying asset and time into node spaces as in lattice models, there is no discretization error or approximation error. Numerical examples in Table 2 confirm that the BIM will not encounter the "barrierto-close" problem in the pricing of window barrier options. Table 3 compares our numerical results with Armstrong's [25] valuation formula under constant and tripartite entical to those found in Table 1 from Armstrong [25] . The BIM reveals an excellent rate of convergence in all six examples. If we round the numerical solutions to the nearest integer as in Armstrong's examples, the numerical values in 5 out of 6 examples will rapidly converge identically to Armstrong's results for only 32 subintervals in the region of integration 1 . Table 4 reports prices of a discrete window down-andout call using the recursive integral method presented in this paper. The option parameters ose in Heynen and Kat [24] 2 . Table 4 shows that the recursive integral method has approximately a convergence rate of order 4 as proven in Wang and Shen [29] , and the numerical solution will have a precision of up to 10 −4 with only 64 subintervals.
To assess the impact of the discrete feature upon the pricing of window barrier option, Table 5 reports the pricing of a discrete window barrie indow barrier option parameter settings as in Table 3 , scenario A. 
Conclusion and Further Resear
options, and the term structure can have a significant impact on the pricing of both discrete and continuous the BIM ca approximate so highly accurate close th w
We have proposed a PDE approach, the boundary integral method, to the valuation of discrete and continuous window barrier options. Numerical examples reveal that provide flexibility to tailor the barrier position cured barrier, varying rebates, monitoring freq and varying strike prices to suit investors' unique The extra flexibility offered by the BIM makes it an applicable way to calculate options with more complex features. The BIM is able to easily handle the valuation of a multi-window barrier option by repeating the recursive integral procedures. In addition, it can cope with a discrete window double barrier option by changing the definition of the initial condition accordingly. The proposed PDE approach can also be extended to the Boundary Element Method to accommodate a continuous window double barrier option with cured boundaries.
